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effectively collaborating with each other to satisfy a collection of input skills. Solutions to this task have

mainly adopted graph operations and at least have the following limitations: (1) they are computationally

demanding, as they require finding shortest paths on large collaboration networks; (2) they use various types

of heuristics to reduce the exploration space over the collaboration network to become practically feasible;

therefore, their results are not necessarily optimal; and (3) they are not well-suited for collaboration network

structures given the sparsity of these networks. Our work proposes a variational Bayesian neural network

architecture that learns representations for teams whose members have collaborated with each other in the

past. The learned representations allow our proposed approach to mine teams that have a past collaborative

history and collectively cover the requested desirable set of skills. Through our experiments, we demonstrate

that our approach shows stronger performance compared to a range of strong team formation techniques

from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Complex projects in various application domains are led and performed by groups of experts, re-
ferred to as teams. This includes teams of experts in scientific research domains (e.g., to work on
new technology or to conduct new research), engineering (e.g., to build new products), or the med-
ical domain (e.g., to develop new cures or drugs). This is expected, as a single individual does not
have the knowledge or expertise, nor the capacity to perform a complex project while delivering
good results. Thus, forming a team of experts to perform a given project is an interesting and
increasingly useful problem in many areas.
In a general setting, a project is essentially composed of a set of required tasks (e.g., a project

needs expertise in data management and machine learning). In the basic form of the team for-
mation problem, for a given set of required expertise, and a given pool of individuals, the task is
concerned with finding a group of individuals that possess the required set of expertise. The pool
of individuals might be provided by different online services, depending on the application’s needs.
This could be an employment-oriented service like LinkedIn for hiring employees, code hosting
services like GitHub for hiring software engineers, and publication-hostingwebsites, such as DBLP
and Google Scholar for hiring researchers. However, given a large pool of individuals, when po-
tentially thousands of individuals possess each required expertise, selecting the right experts for
any given task is far from trivial.
In general, the team formation problem can be considered as a variation of the set covering

problem [25]. In the set covering problem, given a set of elements, namely, the universe and a
collection of sets whose union equals the universe, the problem is to identify the smallest sub-
collection of sets whose union equals the universe [9, 25]. Similarly, in the team formation problem,
the set of all skills can form a universe and each expert can be considered as a set that has a subset
of skills. Therefore, the team formation problem is to find the smallest sub-collection of experts
whose union covers the target set of skills. Although using a solution for the set covering problem
can form teams, it does not guarantee that the formed team is optimal. We will mathematically
define an optimal team in Section 3. In the team formation problem, we look for an optimal team
that in addition to covering skills can also benefit other aspects such as productivity and good
communication among team members based on past collaboration.
The task of forming a team is not limited to only finding experts that possess a set of required

skills. In real-world scenarios, there are additional important factors in the expert selection process.
While in every real-world example there are many experts that have qualifications to be assigned
to a job, their productivity and performance in a specific team remain in question. This is because
team dynamics may be affected by many other factors such as interpersonal relationships. Thus,
the team formation problem can face challenges regarding successful collaboration in many ways.
For instance, experts may prefer to work with other experts in their company with whom they
have successfully collaborated in the past. As a result, a successful team formation method would
need to consider additional aspects in tandemwith experts’ skills. One way to define a criterion for
selecting a group of individuals (i.e., a team) to successfully perform a new project is to make sure
individual members of that team have past collaborations. This is because the success of a group
project does not only depend on each individual’s skills, but also on how effectively all members
communicate and collaborate with each other. In general, successful collaboration in the past helps
us find potential teams for future collaborations. We use past collaboration as a guide for finding
the optimal team. Therefore, given the fact that the set covering problem cannot take past collab-
orations into account, it is not a suitable approach to optimally solve the team formation problem.
In prior work, to take past collaborations into account, first a network (i.e., graph) of experts

is built [23, 32]. As shown in Figure 1, for forming the network, each individual is a node, and
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Fig. 1. A slice of a collaboration network. The expert and skill nodes are shown along with papers they have

collaborated on in the past. Given a set of required skills, the Team Formation task is proposing a group of

authors that collectively cover the skills.

past collaboration is modelled by connecting the associated nodes of individual members together
to make an edge. Then, a graph search algorithm is employed to find a subgraph of the network,
in which individual members collectively cover all required skills. Although different objective
functions (such as the diameter of the subgraph) were proposed to choose the best subgraph, this
problem can essentially be reduced to the classic Group Steiner Tree problem [32], hence, our pro-
posed approach can potentially be used to solve the Group Steiner Tree problem, as well.
The focus of our work in this article is to find finding optimal teams by maximizing two main

objectives: (1) coverage of the input skills of interest by the members of the team; and (2) effec-
tiveness of past collaboration experience between the members of the team. To this end, similar to
Sapienza et al. [52], we also propose to use a neural architecture for the team formation task; how-
ever, our approach is designed specifically to be cognizant of the collaboration network sparsity
problem and its impact on overfitting. For this reason, we propose a novel variational Bayesian
neural architecture. Different from existing work that considers the whole collaboration network
as a search space, we adopt a mapping function learning strategy (as opposed to a search strategy)
to map between expert and skill spaces. We show in our experiments that such a strategy is more
effective and efficient than the existing state-of-the-art team formation methods.
This article extends and builds on our earlier work on the team formation [49] and offers the

following contributions:

(1) We formally define the problem of learning to form a team of experts, as opposed to existing
works that extract a subgraph from the expert network. We propose a variational Bayesian
neural architecture1 that learns the associations between experts and skills based on the
composition of previously formed teams.

(2) We propose variations of our neural architecture and examine how these variations impact
the outcome of the team formation task. We identify and discuss the structure of the optimal
variation for this task.

(3) We compare our proposed model over real datasets (DBLP and Dota2) with strong baseline
methods, including neural-based and collaborative filtering baselines, as well as graph-based
methods. We show the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach in terms of standard
metrics such as MAP, MRR, NDCG, F1, and recall as well as empirical training time.

1Note that the variational Bayesian neural architecture in this article is substantially expanded compared to the published

short paper cited in Reference [49].
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(4) We also evaluate our work based on three qualitative metrics in addition to the conven-
tional quantitative metrics to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach from a qual-
itative/practical point of view. These metrics measure how productive and functional the
proposed team can be in reality.

The structure of this article is as follows: Section 2 presents an extensive discussion of the re-
lated work and how we differ from them. Section 3 presents the problem statement and proposed
method (including model architecture and training). Section 4 presents our extensive experiments.
Section 5 concludes this article.

2 RELATEDWORK

In any context where people are directly involved in the development of a final product, team
formation plays a critical role. In the software industry, a software team performs a set of activi-
ties to deliver a high-quality software product and related artifacts (e.g., source code, models, test
cases, and documentation) while satisfying a set of constraints, including cost, time, and scope,
known as the triple constraint [11]. In Concurrent Engineering (CE), which involves making
decisions, multi-functional team formation has been extensively studied [60]. In crowdsourcing
and open web-based collaboration like Wikipedia, it has been shown that those authors who col-
laboratively edit articles with each other are considered to be more efficient than those authors
who are unrelated to each other [13]. Across available web services in distributed systems such as
the cloud, matchmaking services for discovery and composition of services in open-systems have
been also studied and can be considered as another related line of work in team formation where
the members of the team are web services that need to effectively work together to accomplish a
task [16, 35, 46, 58].

The earliest analytical models of the team formation problem primarily consisted of multiple
objective functions that needed to be optimized via an integer linear and/or nonlinear pro-

gramming (IP), given constraints for human factors and non-human factors as well as schedul-
ing preferences [4, 15, 19, 39, 40]. For instance, Baykasoglu et al. [4] proposed two fuzzy objective
functions, namely, suitability, i.e., maximizing members’ fit to the team based on their levels of
expertise (skill), and team size, given hard-crisp constraints such as availability and salary of the
team candidates (human factors) and schedule constraints for start and due dates (non-human fac-
tors). Such work, however, was premised on the mutually independent selection of team members
among candidates and overlooked the organizational and/or social ties among individuals as well
as past (un)successful collaborations. Therein, the optimization objectives were primarily driven
by individuals’ skills in isolation to find the best fit. A team is, however, inherently relational and
is a property of the interaction among the teammembers and how effectively they can collaborate,
which is often overlooked in the proposed mathematical optimization models.

Social relations can be modelled by integer programs by adding additional constraints to their
objective functions such that they would consider experts’ social ties such as the frequency of
their previous interactions. Along this line, Wi et al. [55], introduced a non-linear optimization
model based on a social network of candidates that represented interpersonal “familiarities” and
candidates’ skill sets to form teams. Co-authorship networks had already been shown to be effec-
tive by Cheatham et al. [10] on published works that capture previous successful collaborations
among scientists. Dorn et al. [13] premise that an effective team needs a careful tradeoff between
skill coverage and team collaboration effectiveness, especially in crowdsourcing environments. In
these environments, experts routinely take up work assignments as they become available and
therefore may not be able to join a team that is more suited to their skill sets at a given point in
time. As such, when an expert who could be a part of an optimum team is not available, her social
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network relations could be employed for recommending other candidates. For instance, in social
trust networks, there are transitive relations among members and an unavailable candidate can be
replaced by another 1-hop distant candidate that although not directly connected to the identified
team, is still able to mediate second-hand knowledge among the unavailable candidate’s neighbors.
Dorn et al.’s work [13] is among the first to propose considering candidates’ social neighborhood
in their respective communities, atop skills and expertise of single members.
A step forward in this regard has been to employ social network analysis (SNA) to incor-

porate (i) social ties and (ii) interpersonal attributes such as communication, (iii) collaboration
attributes such as the number of projects and the amount of time they worked together, and
(iv) social attributes such as their level of friendship and the number of co-worker friends they
have in common [20, 23, 32, 53]. For instance, coordination, communication, and cooperation can
be analyzed usingmeasures of SNA, such as density, degree centrality, and closeness centrality [44].
Further, social network analysis enables looking into the information flow in an organization. In
this spirit, candidates (individuals) are often modelled in attributed weighted networks whose
nodes are candidates with individual attributes (e.g., skills), and weighted links are established ei-
ther explicitly or inferred based on interpersonal attributes between candidates. Gaston et al. [20]
were among the first to study the effect of social network structure on the overall team forma-
tion performance. Given a group of agents, they form an attributed network whose nodes are
agents (candidates) associated with a single skill as their attribute and edges are the organizational
structure. Via empirical analysis on synthesis networks in simulation environments, Gaston et al.
showed that the network structure has a notable impact on the number of possible optimum teams
for a given set of tasks. Particularly, they showed scale-free networks whose degree distribution
follows a power law are able to cover more optimum teams, hence, can be more efficient, for the set
of tasks compared to those of types lattice and small-world. Gaston et al., however, have not pro-
posed any computational models to maximize the efficacy of a given network or any optimization
technique to find a valid team.
More recent computational models are based on the Steiner tree problem [31] in graphs where

an optimal interconnection for a given set of nodes based on a predefined objective function is
required. In this line, Lappas et al. [32] considered a co-authorship network to form a single team
for performing a task. Like Gaston et al. [20], they define a team as a subgraph that minimizes
the communication cost among the team members via some heuristics on the subgraph such as
having the shortest diameter or being aminimumspanning tree (MST). Unlike Gaston et al. [20]
and Wi et al. [55], the proposed graph-based optimization method is limited to forming a single
team at a time given a task and, hence, no race condition in team membership for performing
multiple tasks is implied. Later, Sozio et al. [53] proposed a generalized umbrella definition for
the class of team formation problems in graphs based on monotone optimization functions, so-
called cocktail party: Given an undirected social graph of candidates G, a monotone optimization
function f , and a set of constraints defined as monotone functions ci , an “appropriate” team is an
induced connected subgraph that maximizes f among all induced subgraphs of G while satisfies
the constraints. Lappas et al.’s team formation, hence, is an instance of cocktail party assuming f
is either minimum spanning tree or minimum diameter and constraints ci are skill coverage of the
incident nodes in the identified subgraphs.
Another instance of Sozio et al.’s cocktail party is proposed by Kargar et al. [23], who consider

the monotone optimization function to be the sum of distances between the candidates in the in-
duced connected subgraph that is to be minimized. Contrary to Lappas et al.’s MST and shortest
diameter variations, Kargar et al. argue that the diameter and MST as communication cost func-
tions are only able to address a limited aspect of a team’s communication. They further propose
that the sum of distances between experts might be a more effective measure of communication
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effectiveness. Zihayat et al. [59] proposed a weighted attributed collaboration social network
where edges, as well as nodes, are weighted. Like Lappas et al. and Sozio et al., weighted edges
show the degree of successful collaboration in the past and hint at the communication cost that
is to be minimized. Additionally, nodes (candidates) are weighted, e.g., h-index in author-network,
which implies the prominence of the candidate and is supposed to be maximized. Therefore, an op-
timum team is a connected induced subgraph via a bi-factor optimization function that minimizes
the communication cost while maximizing the candidates’ weight within the subgraph. Keane
et al. [26, 27] have extended Lappas et al.’s work by augmenting the explicit candidate collabora-
tion network by potential links via link prediction algorithms followed by Lappas et al.’s heuristic
method to identify minimum spanning subgraph as the optimum team. Via link prediction, the
proposed method is able to form teams whose members might have not collaborated before, yet
there is a high chance of successful collaboration in a future yet-to-be-formed team.
Algorithms on the formation of groups and communities in large-scale social networks could

also be employed for the task of team formation including community detection [17, 18, 33], com-
pact attributed group detection [29], and keyword search over attributed graph [7, 24]. For instance,
given a graph G (e.g., the collaboration network), a set of query keywords (e.g., skills), and a range
for the required number of nodes (e.g., candidates in a team) containing at least one keyword each,
a compact attributed group is a connected subgraph of G that is composed of a set of nodes that are
connected via their shortest path, and the size of the group is limited by lower and upper bounds.
As seen, given skills, compact attributed graph detection can be employed to form a team whose
size is limited within a range. Indeed, compact attributed group detection [29] is an instance of
Sozio et al.’s cocktail party with size restriction [53].
There are several issues with the graph-based methods. The first major limitation of these meth-

ods relates to their scalability. Given these methods rely on graph operations that are primarily
dependent on finding the shortest paths on the collaboration network, they are not efficient on
real-world networks that consist of a large number of experts, skills, and past collaboration his-
tory. For example, the time complexity of the graph-based method proposed by Kargar et al. [24]
is O (N .t .|Cmax |), where t is the number of query keywords, N is the number of nodes in the in-
put graph (i.e., the graph among all experts built based on past collaboration), and |Cmax | is the
maximum size of the content node sets for all input keywords. In this time complexity analysis,
the authors assume that the shortest path can be computed in constant time using an advanced
indexing method such as the 2-Hop Cover Labeling method [2]. Since there is no cap on the num-
ber of nodes containing the query keywords (i.e., |Cmax |), in the worst-case scenario, this time
complexity is quadratic in the number of nodes in the graph. Unlike graph-based methods, with
complexity tied to the number of nodes (and edges) in the graph, the complexity of a neural ap-
proach is significantly lower when users aim to find an answer. This is because the complexity of
the neural network depends on the number of computations within the hidden layers, which is
significantly lower than the number of operations in graph-based methods.
There are several efforts [1, 27, 28, 45] and in particular the work by Khalil et al. [28] that propose

models to solve the Group Steiner Tree problem. Khalil et al. have trained a graph neural network
using reinforcement learning to incrementally construct a solution for NP-hard problems. This
provides an opportunity for learning heuristic algorithms that exploit the structure of graphs to
solve problems such as Group Steiner Tree.
Within the existing literature, thework by Sapienza et al. [52] is among the first to explore neural

architectures for the team formation task. Despite its novelty in using an autoencoder architecture
that leads to faster computation, it does face limitations such as being prone to overfitting [6],
which leads to suboptimal performance primarily due to the sparse nature of collaboration network
structures. The other work by Nikzad-Khasmakhi et al. [42] uses a neural architecture for expert
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representation learning, which is used to retrieve experts by calculating similarity scores between
required skills and experts. While recent neural team discovery techniques, such as [47], solely
rely on learning a specific mapping function between the collaboration network node types (e.g.,
mapping from skill nodes to expert nodes), our work goes beyond such limited mappings utilizing
a novel neural network architecture that learns the associations between experts and skills based
on the composition of past collaborations.
Nonetheless, the above-proposed optimization models for the task of team formation were all

computationally intractable and had to be followed by polynomial-time heuristic solutions such as
multichoice [3] for subgraph identification with shortest diameter in Reference [32] or simulated
annealing [4, 13], branch-and-cut [43], genetic algorithms [13, 55], greedy local search [39, 40], and
balanced placement [15, 19] for those based on integer programming (IP). Indeed, IP is NP-hard,
and subgraph optimizations have been shown to be a reduced version of the Steiner-tree problem;
an age-old NP-hard problem [25].

Unlike existing approaches, which adopt a search strategy over the whole collaboration net-
work through either graph search methods or via IP mathematical optimization given selection
and scheduling constraints, we take a statistical machine learning approach to learn a mapping
function between skill and expert spaces.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 Problem Statement

Let S = {si } and E = {ej } be the sets of skills and experts, respectively, (s, e) is a team of experts
e ⊆ E; e � ∅, which has been formed with respect to skill subset s ⊆ S; s � ∅, and U = {(s, e)k }
indexes all teams. Our task is to learn f : P (S) → P (E), a mapping function of parametersΘ from
skill powerset to experts powerset, such that f (s;Θ) = e. In other words, given a set of required
skills s for a task, our goal is to assign an optimal team of experts e that are able to successfully
accomplish the task. In Section 1, we have discussed that past collaborations can be used as a factor
in forming teams. In this article, we define the optimal team as a team that was observed in the
past. Let T be a subset of universe skill-expert sets that represent collaborations in the past. Then:

T = {(s, e)k },T ⊂ U . (1)

In the rest of the article, we learn a mapping function f based on the skills-experts sets from T
and consider them as our reference dataset for the training, validation, and test purposes.
To address this problem, We propose a variational Bayesian neural network to estimate f and

form an optimal team (s, e) of experts e for a required skill subset s. Our work is motivated by the
following considerations:

(1) Neural models enable us to go beyond the limited modeling capacity of graph-based models
that heavily rely on searching the whole graph structure and allow us to selectively explore
graph sub-spaces in a more efficient and targeted way. Despite long-standing promising
performance in graph neural networks [41, 57], natural language understanding [12, 37],
recommendation systems [34, 54], to name a few, neural networks have received less atten-
tion in the team formation literature. As such, we explore how neural networks are a faster
and closer proxy for modelling teams.

(2) Training datasets in the team formation domain are quite imbalanced and sparse, that is, the
majority of the skills and experts have only been involved in very few teams, which can
cause overfitting towards the over-sampled skills or experts. Although overfitting can be
addressed via introducing noise to the training samples T or to the predictions of the map-
ping function f by regularization via dropouts or optimization during training, the measure
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of uncertainty in samples would not be embedded in the model architecture. We propose
to employ a variational Bayesian neural network that incorporates uncertainty in the pa-
rameters of our mapping function Θ in the form of probability distributions (e.g., Gaussian).
This allows for probabilistic weights as opposed to single real-valued weights. Our proposed
Bayesian neural networks is, hence, robust to overfitting and can therefore effectively learn
from sparse and highly skewed training samples.

In general, Bayesian neural networks are robust against overfitting [8, 22]. Moreover, in the
team formation problem, sparsity is one of the main challenges and robustness against it is crucial.
Sparsity in the team formation problem mainly exists because of the limited number of observed
collaborations for each individual, which makes it hard for the model to learn effective collabora-
tions. This is natural, because, in real-world scenarios, the number of collaborations for a small
group of experts is not significant compared to the large number of experts in the collaboration
network. Also, there is another challenge referred to as the long-tail problem, that is, few experts
have themost collaboration (popular ones) but themajority have little. So, the canonical neural net-
works would overfit the popular ones, overlooking non-popular ones. Bayesian neural networks
calculate the distribution of input features in their stochastic latent space [8]. As a result, Bayesian
neural networks act as generative models that have good generalization and can perform better
compared to discriminative models when fewer samples are available. Therefore, they can address
sparsity in the collaboration network.
Moreover, Bayesian neural networks calculate the posterior inferences and bring uncertainty to

predictions. In other words, the Bayesian neural network offers a solid approach for the quantifica-
tion of uncertainty in deep models [22]. This is because, as mentioned earlier, their latent space is
stochastic [8, 22] and learns collaborations by generalizing them using the calculated distribution
of input features and achieves better generalization. As a consequence, the trained Bayesian neural
network is robust to new cases, outliers, and fewer seen collaborations.

3.2 Model Architecture

We aim at estimating f (·,Θ) using a multi-layer neural network with variational Bayesian layers.
In Figure 2, we show an overview of our proposed variational Bayesian neural architecture. Given
(s, e) ∈ T , our model learns to map (transform) the input pretrained dense vector representation
of the skill subset vs and expert subset ve to the occurrence vector representation of expert set vE
through two variational hidden layers.
The occurrence vector is a vector of unique skills or experts w.r.t. to its use case. Each element

in this vector refers to a specific skill or expert. For instance, if a skill exists, then its value in
the vector would be one, and if a skill does not exist, then it would be zero. This method for skill
and expert representation results in sparse matrices, therefore, a dense vector representation is
introduced to address this issue. In dense vector representations, the occurrence vectors are passed
to a Word2Vec [36] model in the skip-gram setup to generate embedding vectors to represent skill
and expert vectors.
The other novelty of our proposed approach is that we have designed the neural architecture in a

way that it can benefit from teammembers’ supervision during the skill to expert mapping process.
This means that during training, skills and experts from a past collaboration are entered into two
separate channels.We have used dense vectors of skills and experts as the input and represent them
by vs and ve, respectively. On the output side, experts are represented using an occurrence vector
and are represented as vE . Considering the two separate channels, we can rewrite the mapping
function as we estimate f : P (S) × P (E) → P (E) via training instances of (s, e) ∈ T in the
training step.
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Fig. 2. The overview of our proposed approach.

During the prediction step, the dense expert vector ve will be replaced with an all-zeros vector,
as it is unknown. However, the difference in input content between the training and test phases
does not imply a difference in architecture. While the architecture remains the same, it is possible
to forgo including experts in the input layer and only provide skills by passing zeros as the rep-
resentation of experts. This provides the additional benefit of enabling the model to be used for
predicting teams that have a set of skills and are seeded by one or more experts. In other words,
this will be useful for cases when we are interested in forming teams around one or more initial
experts with a given set of skills. As such, one can input the expert channel with a specific expert
to force the architecture to form teams more related to that person or add multiple experts so the
model tries to complete the input team with additional experts. Therefore, at the prediction step,
we employ f : P (S) → P (E) to select an accurate subset of experts from all available experts in
E as the appropriate members for the given skill subset s ⊆ S whose team (s, e) has not been seen
before. Formally,

h0
s = vs;h

0
e = ve; (2)

h1
s = σ (Θ1

sh
0
s + b

1
s );h

1
e = σ (Θ1

eh
0
e + b

1
e), (3)

h2 = σ (Θ2[h1
s
�h1

e] + b
2), (4)

vE = σ (Θ3h2 + b3), (5)

where σ is a sigmoid activation function, vs and ve are the dense vector representation of size d for
s and e, respectively, vE is the output layer of size |E | whose elements are in R[0,1], andΘ = Θ.∪b.
are parameters of our mapping function f (s;Θ) = e; ∀(s, e) ∈ T .
Herein and contrary to non-variational neural models where the parameters are real values

(point estimate), our model’s parameters θ ∈ Θ are random variables (probabilistic parameters)
each of which follows a probabilistic distribution p (θ ) and bring uncertainty in parameters. Our
task is to estimate the probability distributions for each parameter. In our proposed model, we
assume that the parameters are independently distributed and each is drawn from Gaussian distri-
bution q with its own mean and variance, i.e., θ∼N (μ,σ 2) or q(θ ) = N (μ,σ 2). In other words, our
proposed neural model for estimating the mapping function f is indeed characterized by pairs of
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(μ,σ 2) for each parameter. We refer to all means and variances by M and Σ. We estimate the pa-
rameters’ means and variances by our proposed variational inference via minimizing variational
free energy, which we explain in the next section.

3.3 Variational Inference

Given T as the set of teams whose elements (s, e) consist of an input skill subset s and a target
expert subset e, which are assumed to be drawn independently from a joint distribution p (s, e),
We aim at optimizing themaximum a posteriori (MAP) of Θ in f (·,Θ), i.e., p (Θ|T ) where f is
a multi-layer neural network with variational Bayesian layers and Θ are probabilistic parameters,
or weights. By Bayes theorem,

p (Θ|T ) ∝ p (T |Θ)p (Θ) where p (T |Θ) =
∏

(s,e)∈T
p (e|s,Θ) (6)

and p (Θ) is the prior join probability of weights that is unknown. Maximizing p (T |Θ)p (Θ) gives
the maximum a posteriori estimate of Θ. The true prior probability of weights p (Θ), however,
cannot be calculated analytically or efficiently sampled, and as such, we approximate it by a more
tractable distribution q(Θ|M, Σ) with multivariate diagonal Gaussian distribution N (M, Σ2). The
elements of Σ are a diagonal covariance matrix, which means that weights Θ are assumed to be
uncorrelated (independently distributed).
To estimate the true posterior p (Θ) by q(Θ|M, Σ), we minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence

between q and p with regard to the Gaussian means and variances as suggested by Graves [21]:

KL(q ‖ p (Θ|T )) =

∫
q(Θ|M, Σ) log

[
q

p (Θ|T )

]
dΘ (7)

= Eq log

[
q

p (Θ|T )

]
(8)

where KL(q ‖ p) ≥ 0. (9)

In the context of Bayesian learning, KL(q ‖ p) is referred to as the information to be lost if our
estimateq is used to approximate the truep, or, conversely, the information to be gained by revising
our model’s belief from the prior probability distribution q to the true probability distribution q.
By applying Bayes theorem to Equation (9), we obtain:

KL(q ‖ p (Θ|T )) = Eq log

[
q

p (T |Θ)p (Θ)
p (T )

]
(10)

= Eq log

[
q

p (Θ)p (T |Θ)
p (T )

]
(11)

= Eq log

[
q

p (Θ)

]
− Eq log p (T |Θ) + Eq log p (T ). (12)

Using the fact that the log marginal likelihood log p (T ) is not dependent on Θ:

KL(q ‖ p (Θ|T )) = Eq log[
q

p (Θ)
] − Eq log p (T |Θ) + log p (T ) (13)

= KL(q ‖ p (Θ)) − Eq log p (T |Θ)︸����������������������������������︷︷����������������������������������︸
variational free energy

+ log p (T ). (14)

To minimize KL(q ‖ p (θ |T )), we need to minimize the first two terms in Equation (14), known as
variational free energy, given the fact that the log marginal likelihood log p (T ) does not depend
on M and Σ. The first term in variational free energy is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
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our estimate distribution q(Θ|M, Σ) and the prior p (Θ) and is called the complexity cost, and the
second term is the expected value of the loglikelihood with respect to the q and is called the
likelihood cost. By expanding the complexity cost, our KL minimization can be written as:

KL(q ‖ p (Θ|T )) ∝ Eq log q − Eq log p (Θ) − Eq log p (T |Θ). (15)

As seen, all three terms in Equation (15) are expectations based on our estimate distribution
q(Θ|M, Σ). Therefore, our minimization can be approximately calculated by drawing random sam-
ples Θ from our estimate q.

KL(q ‖ p (Θ|T )) ∝ 1

N

N∑
i=1

[ log q(Θ(i ) |M, Σ) (16)

− log p (Θ(i ) )

− log p (T |Θ(i ) )].

3.4 Model Training

Similar to non-variational feed-forward neural networks, our training iterations consist of for-
ward passes to calculate the KL minimization function approximately in Equation (17) (a.k.a. ap-
proximate cost or loss function) and backward passes. During a forward pass and via a stochastic
sampling step, a sample set of parameters Θ is drawn from the variational posterior distribution
q(Θ|M, Σ) = N (M, Σ2). The first two terms of Equation (17) can be calculated in parallel to the
forward pass, since they are based on the expectation of the parameters with respect to q and
do not depend on the input. The last term, however, depends on the given set of teams T and
is evaluated at the end of the forward pass. During the backward passes, we back-propagate the
gradients of M and Σ and update the means and variances of parameters. Recall that the parame-
ters of our neural model Θ are random variables drawn from the variational posterior distribution
q(Θ|M, Σ) = N (M, Σ2). Therefore, our minimization in Equation (17) is, in fact, a function of
meansM and variances Σ.
The procedure of the training phase is presented in detail in Algorithm 1. First, we compute the

embedding vectors of the skill and expert sets in Lines 2–4. These embedding vectors will then be
passed as inputs to the neural network in Lines 7 and 8. As shown in Figure 2, the neural network
performs variational inference on each of the two parallel inputs (Lines 10–11). After computing μ
and σ for each of the inputs, they will be passed to a hidden layer (Lines 13–14). The hidden layers
are then concatenated and form the second hidden layer (Line 16). The second-stage variational
inference will use the concatenated layer from the previous step to generate the next hidden layer
result (Line 18). After computing μ and σ , we will pass the results to a multi-layer perceptron to
learn the final expert probabilities (Lines 20–22). The loss functions used for model training is
based on Equation (17).

3.5 Model Prediction

Once our variational Bayesian neural model has learned its best variational posterior distribution:

q̂(Θ|M, Σ) = N (M̂ ), Σ̂
2
), (17)

which maximizes MAP of Θ in p (Θ|T ) by KL minimization in Equation (9) via approximate min-
imization of the variational free energy in Equation (17), given an unseen (s, e), we input the
dense vector representation of s, i.e., vs, to our model in Equation (2). Through a forward pass,
we randomly draw the values of our neural model’s parameters in Equation (3) from the learned

N (M̂, Σ̂
2
). Our predicted team members ê ⊆ E are those experts who have the top-k highest val-

ues in the output layer vE in Equation (5). As seen, the prediction is a stochastic process that brings
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ALGORITHM 1: Training the model

Input: T = {(s, e) }.
1 begin
2 foreach (si , ei ) in (s, e) do
3 fEmbeddinд ← Train embedding based on skip-gram model(s ←→ e )

4 end

5 foreach (si , ei ) in (s, e) do
6 Fetch the embedding vectors:

7 s̄i ← fEmbeddinд (si )

8 ēi ← fEmbeddinд (ei )

9 Sub-sampling and calculating distribution parameters μ and σ :

10 h0
si
← μs̄i , σs̄i

11 h0
ei
← μēi , σēi

12 A hidden layer after variational layer:

13 h1
si
= fsiдmoid (Θ

1
si
h0
si
+ b1

si
)

14 h1
ei
= fsiдmoid (Θ

1
ei
h0
ei
+ b1

ei
)

15 Concatenating the layers from two channels:

16 h2
i ← Concatenate (h1

si
, h1

ei
)

17 Sub-sampling and calculating distribution parameters μ and σ :

18 h3
i ← μ

h2
i
, σ

h2
i

19 A feed-forward neural network:

20 h4
i = fsiдmoid (Θ

3
ih

3
i + b

3
i )

21 y = fsof tmax (h
4
i )

22 Minimize L ∝ 1
N

∑N
i=1[ log q (Θ

(i ) |M , Σ) − log p (Θ(i ) ) − log p (T |Θ(i ) )]

23 end

24 end

uncertainties in team formation that arise from the uncertainty in parameters, also called epistemic
uncertainty, as opposed to aleatoric uncertainty due to noise in our dataset T . While epistemic
uncertainty is higher when no or little teams of experts are available for skill subsets and can be
reduced by more samples, it best suits our purpose for team formation where the distribution of
experts in skill subsets are sparse.
The detailed procedure of prediction phase is shown in Algorithm 2. To derive our candidate

experts to form a team, we first need to generate embedding vectors of a given skill set (Line 4).
Take note that, since we are in the testing phase, we have no clue of the target experts, therefore,
we eliminate the expert embedding vector at input. We calculate μ and σ of the given input in
Line 6 and pass it through a hidden layer (Line 7). Since the neural network architecture used to
have two input channels during training, namely, skill and expert channels, we need to replace
the expert input channel result with a zero vector with identical dimensions instead. In the next
step, we concatenate the two vectors in Line 8 and perform the second variational inference on
them (Line 9). The results will then be passed to a multi-layer perceptron (Lines 10–11). Line 11
in Algorithm 2 will be the final step of our neural network. The size of this layer is equal to the
total number of experts. Since values of these numbers are output of a softmax function, we can
consider each value to be a probability score for their referred expert. At the last step, in Lines
13–15, we will sort these probabilities in descending order and pick the top k experts as the candi-
date experts that can be members of our proposed team.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Datasets and Setup

To perform experiments to evaluate the performance of our team formation approach, we require
datasets that have ground truth teams included in them already without requiring manual labeling
of the data. Earlier work such as thework by Zihayat et al. [59], Khan et al. [29], and Lapas et al. [32],
have suggested that datasets that represent collaborative work by a set of experts would qualify for
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ALGORITHM 2: Prediction procedure

Input: Skill-set: S = {si }
Parameters : Top k results(k)
Output: Predicted expert-set: E′ = {e ′i }

1 begin
2 foreach si in S do
3 Fetch the embedding vectors:

4 s̄i ← fEmbeddinд (si )

5 Running neural network in forward direction:

6 h0
si
← μs̄i , σs̄i

7 h1
si
= fsiдmoid (Θ

1
si
h0
si
+ b1

si
)

8 h2
i ← Concatenate (h1

si
, zeros (shape : h1

ei
))

9 h3
i ← μ

h2
i
, σ

h2
i

10 h4
i = fsiдmoid (Θ

3
ih

3
i + b

3
i )

11 y = fsof tmax (h
4
i )

12 Sort the output based on their score:

13 ysor ted = Sor tDsc (y )
14 Top k predicted experts:

15 E′ ← ysor ted [1 : k]

16 end

17 end

this purpose. For instance, the DBLP dataset includes a comprehensive set of publications within
the field of Computer Science and consists of a group of authors that have collaboratively co-
authored a scientific paper together. The set of authors on a paper can be seen as a team. Similarly,
the Dota2 dataset consists of details for each of the matches played. Each match consists of two
groups of five players that compete against the opponent group. At the beginning of the match,
players choose their hero and statistics related to each match are recorded at the end. The winner
group can be considered as a team and match configuration, e.g., selected heroes will be skill sets.
In our experiments, we adopt the DBLP2 and Dota23 datasets. For DBLP dataset, the authors

of each paper are collectively considered to represent a team; hence, each author is considered
to be an expert. The skills associated with each author are the keywords that appear in the pub-
lications of that author based on the method suggested in References [23, 32, 48, 50, 51]. Briefly,
the keywords are extracted from each author’s paper titles by first applying pre-processing, i.e.,
performing stemming and eliminating stop-words. The remaining {1, 2, 3}-grams are sorted based
on their TF-IDF scores and the top terms are reviewed by the authors of this article to check their
quality and avoid any duplication. Then, the top 2,000 are retained as the set of skills for the ex-
periments. We also monitored the distribution of terms per article using the histogram chart in
Figure 3 to make sure that there is a reasonable number of terms per article. In the end, the dataset
consists of 33,002 teams 2,000 skills (keywords) and 2, 470 experts (authors). The distribution of
skills over the team sizes is shown in Figure 3.
For the Dota2 dataset, we considered each player whowas part of a winning team to be an expert

and the players who are in the same group in a match to form a team. We formed the skill set of
each match using its attributes. These attributes include (1) those related to the in-game setup,
i.e., selected heroes, tower status, and barracks status; and (2) those related to the configuration
of the game itself, i.e., the game version, server region, and server cluster. In the original dataset,
plenty of players did not sign in with their accounts while playing the game. We have dropped
matches with anonymous players and then filtered out those matches with players that appeared
only once. In summary, 6,390 teams (group of players) and 3,005 skills and 2,727 experts (players)

2https://www.aminer.org/citation.
3https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/devinanzelmo/dota-2-matches.
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Fig. 3. DBLP dataset. Left: The histogram chart represents the distribution of teams over the size of skills they

own. The majority of the teams have around 10 skills. Right: The histogram chart showing the distribution

of experts over the number of times they appeared in a team.

Fig. 4. Dota2 dataset. The histogram chart represents the distribution of experts (players) in regard to the

number of times each of them participated in a team (match). Unlike the DBLP dataset, there is no histogram

for the skillset size of the teams; that is because skills are reflecting game setup, which is fixed to 3,005.

are included in this dataset. A histogram chart to show the distribution of players in regard to the
number of times each of them participated in a match can be seen in Figure 4.
Finally, we note that in our work, we adopt two representation types, namely, (1) occurrence

vector representation (o); and (2) pre-trained dense vector representation (p) to model skills and
experts. For the sake of readability, we include subscripts o and p to each representation to denote
whether an occurrence vector or dense vector representation has been used, respectively.

All code and data related to our work are publicly available for further reproducibility and ex-
pansion studies.4

4.2 Baselines

To benchmark ourwork against strong state-of-the-art baselines, we adopt three classes of baseline
methods. The first type of methods are those that form teams by performing graph heuristics to
find a subset of a collaboration network that would represent an effective team. We adopt two
graph-based methods:

• The work by Kargar et al. [24] can be considered the strongest baseline in graph-based
methods, which proposes to model team formation as a variation of subgraph identification
through keyword search on graphs.

4https://github.com/radinhamidi/A-Variational-Neural-Architecture-for-Skill-based-Team-Formation.
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• Themethod proposed by Lappas et al. [32] views a team as aminimum-diameter subtree. The
main objective of this graph-basedmethod is to form a team bymaximizing the collaboration
level of the team members.

In addition, it is possible to define the problem of team formation as a collaborative filtering task
where team members are recommended based on a set of required skills. We adopt the following
collaborative filtering baselines:

• The RRN method proposed by Wu et al. [56] employs factorization along with considering
future behavioral trajectories by using an LSTM-based autoregressive model.
• We also include the well-known SVD++ method [30] that employs matrix factorization and
also takes implicit interactions as well as user and item biases into account.
• Also, Du et al. [14] in their recent paper named GERF, proposed a new learning to rank
method based on Bayesian Group Ranking (BGR) that utilize Bayesian inference to op-
timize the weights of the model. They have crafted feature vectors as the input for their
learning-to-rank algorithm.

Finally, we also include three neural team formation methods in our baselines. To the best of our
knowledge, these are the only other neural-based methods for the problem of team formation:

• The first work is by Sapienza et al. [52], which is in essence an autoencoder that learns the
adjacency matrix representing the experts that are linked to each other on the collaboration
network.
• The other work is by Nikzad-Khasmakhi et al. [42], which we refer to as ExEm in this article.
This work employs a neural architecture for expert representation learning, which is used
to retrieve experts by calculating similarity scores between required skills and experts.
• Last work is by Khalil et al. [28], which we refer to as S2V (structure to vector) in this article.
In S2V, the authors trained a graph neural network model using reinforcement learning
to generate embedding vectors to solve heuristic algorithms. After the training phase, the
model will be able to generate representation vectors suitable for solving the Group Steiner
Tree problem. We have used these representation vectors to solve the team formation
problem.

We note that, for all methods, we used the default hyperparameter settings proposed by the
authors.

4.3 Evaluation Strategy

We evaluate the performance of our proposed work from the two perspectives of efficacy and
efficiency.

4.3.1 Efficacy. For the sake of measuring efficacy, we use a 10-fold cross-validation strategy
where the mapping function f : P (S) → P (E) is trained on the teams that are observed in the
training folds, which is then used to predict the teams that are placed in the test fold. We compare
the predicted team f (s,θ ) = e with the observed team e in (s, e ) from the test fold.
We report our findings from two different perspectives, namely, ranking andmatching perspec-

tives. In the ranking approach, we measure the quality of the ranked list of experts retrieved for a
given set of skills. The most effective team formation method would be one that ranks the correct
members of the team at the top of the retrieved ranked list. As such, we measure the efficacy of the
ranking of the experts using four ranking metrics, namely, average recall @k, mean average pre-

cision (MAP), mean reciprocal rank (MRR), and normalized discounted cumulative gain

(NDCG). The average recall @k that is calculated is based on an exact match. This means for a
given set of skills, the model is successful only if it proposes the exact team of experts as expected.
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In addition, we measure the efficacy of the proposed method from the perspective of matching.
Here, the objective is to measure the quality characteristics of the identified teams according to
three metrics, namely, Skill Coverage (sk), Team Formation Success (tfs), and Communica-

tion Cost (cc).
Skill Coverage (sk): This metric measures to what extent the recommended team completely cov-
ers the set of skills that are specified. This metric is similar to the recall metric with one difference:
Instead of seeking the exact same set of experts as expected, skill coverage will be looking to see
whether all the required set of skills are covered regardless of the chosen experts. In other words,
this removes the exact match requirement of the recall metric. The purpose of this metric is to
reward those models that form teams that do not consist of the exact set of ground truth experts
but still consist of experts that have all the required expertise.
Team Formation Success (tfs): This metric measures the percentage of the desired skills has
been covered by the proposed team. In other words, team formation success shows the extent to
which the formed teams were able to cover the required set of skills. The score equals the coverage
ratio. In contrast to the skill coverage metric (sk), models still get a score if they cover the required
skills partially and not all of them.
Communication Cost (cc): The purpose of this metric is to show whether the formed teams
have effective past collaboration history or not. The cc metric measures the average shortest path
distance between the teammember pairs. This metric will be minimized when the expected team is
predicted. This is because the expected teammembers are those experts who haveworked together
directly in the past and are hence connected to each other on the collaboration network.

4.3.2 Efficiency. Further, we measure the efficiency of our proposed method compared to the
baselines by measuring scalability. We report scalability as a function of the execution time (train-
ing and inference) of each method when executed on the same dataset and using the same com-
putational resources. The computational resources used in our experiments included a 12 CPU
core-server with 64 GB memory and a GPU unit of 3,584 cores and 12 GB memory.

4.4 Ablation Study

Given our proposed architecture can accommodate different types of skill and expert representa-
tions. Here, we explore the impact of different skill and expert representations on the performance
of our proposed architecture. To represent experts and skills, we adopt two representation types:
(1) occurrence vector representation (o); and (2) pre-trained dense vector representation (p). The
adoption of these two representation types leads to four variations when training f : P (S) →
P (E) where S and E can be represented through o and p representation types. For the sake of
readability, we include a subscript for S and E to denote their representation type. For example,
Sp → Eo indicates that a pre-trained dense skill representation is used in the input and an occur-
rence expert vector is used at the output.
We additionally include four further variations of our architecture by not only including the

skill vector representations in the input but also incorporating expert vector representations in the
input as well. In other words, the architecture will learn to effectively map a set of skills and their
associated experts to the expert space, i.e., f : P (S) × P (E) → P (E). As an example, SpEp → Eo
denotes the concatenated pre-trained dense skill and representation vectors as the input and the
occurrence expert vector as the output.
The results of our ablation study are reported in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 for the DBLP and Dota2

datasets, respectively. We make three main observations from the ablation study:

(1) The variation of our model that learns to jointly map skills and experts in the input to the
experts in the output, i.e., f : P (S)×P (E) → P (E) shows a significantly better performance
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Fig. 5. The performance of the variations of our approach on the DBLP dataset.

Fig. 6. Qualitative performance of the variations of our approach on the DBLP dataset.

Fig. 7. The performance of the variations of our approach on the Dota2 dataset.
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Fig. 8. Qualitative performance of the variations of our approach on the Dota2 dataset.

compared to cases when skills are mapped to the experts, i.e., f : P (S) → P (E). This can
be due to the fact that when including both skills and experts in the input, the mapping
function is able to more effectively find the relationship between the elements of the expert
and skill spaces given they are jointly fed to the model in the input layer.

(2) When considering the expert representations, the variations that consider Ep in the output
perform consistently worse than the variation that uses the occurrence expert vector repre-
sentation at the output (i.e., Eo ); that is because by using a pre-trained dense representation
format, the objective of the task changes slightly. In such a case, the task changes from the
multi-class classification problem to the regression problem. One drawback of using dense
representation at the output is that we need to take a further step and find similar teams
based on their distance to the predicted representation. We believe that two main factors
can cause inferior performance: (a) In a regression task, the model needs to predict a dense
representation vector and hence a slight change in the values may point to a completely
different team; (b) since we need to find similar teams based on the distance between their
vector representation, there would be a chance that multiple teams have very close similari-
ties. But because only the most similar teamwill be chosen, the rest would not be considered.
In contrast, in the occurrence vector approach, the confidence of membership for each expert
is calculated individually and there is a chance for partial coverage.

(3) It can be seen that some variations are performing closely to each other, e.g., SpEp → Eo and
Sp → Eo . We have conducted significance tests on all the variations to ensure that they are
statistically significant. For the statistical significance test, we perform a paired t-test with a
confidence interval of 95%.

(4) Finally, we find that from among the eight variations of our approach, the SpEp → Eo shows
the overall better performance over all four evaluation metrics and on both DBLP and Dota2
datasets. This is consistent with the previous two findings, as it is a variation that jointly
considers both skills and experts in the input (i.e., P (S;E)) and also benefits from the occur-
rence expert vector representation at the output. For the sake of comparison with the other
baselines and in the remainder of the article, we adopt the SpEp → Eo variation to represent
our proposed work.

4.5 Comparison with Baselines

4.5.1 Ranking Metrics. We first compare the performance of our proposed method with the
baselines based on the ranking metrics. The performance of the different baselines on ranking
metrics are reported in Figures 9 and 10 for the DBLP and the Dota2 datasets, respectively. Given
the fact that none of the baseline methods (including our method) is able to determine the correct
number of team members automatically, and the team size needs to be provided as input, the
x-axis of each diagram shows performance of the different methods for varying team sizes. Based
on these figures, our main observation is that on both the DBLP and the Dota2 datasets and over
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Fig. 9. The performance of our proposed model against the baselines for the DBLP dataset on ranking

metrics.

Fig. 10. The performance of our proposed model against the baselines for the Dota2 dataset on ranking

metrics.

all four ranking metrics, our proposed method shows consistent better performance compared
to the baseline methods. The performance improvement shown by our proposed method when
considering a team size of 10 is at least 2.2× the best baseline on the DBLP dataset and at least
1.3× the best baseline on the Dota2 dataset.

Our second observation pertains to the performance of the other baselines. We observe that the
best baseline method is the work proposed by Sapienza et al. [52], which uses a neural autoencoder
architecture for team formation. Similarly the closely competing baselines for the second-best per-
formance are the work by Wu et al. [56], which adopts a long short-term memory autoregressive
model to make team member recommendations and GERF, which is based on Bayesian group rank-
ing. As such, we find that methods based on neural architectures outperform those that are pri-
marily based on graph-based heuristics. When observing the performance of the state-of-the-art
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Fig. 11. Qualitative measures of performance on the DBLP dataset.

Fig. 12. Qualitative measures of performance on the Dota2 dataset.

graph-based team formation methods, such as the work by kargar et al. [24], we find that such
methods are not able to provide competitive performance to not only our proposed method but
also to the other baselines. Themain reason for this is that graph-basedmethods need to repeatedly
compute computationally expensive graph metrics such as shortest paths or cliques in the collabo-
ration network and hence are practically infeasible to perform in large graphs. Hence, they resort
to heuristic techniques that systematically consider subsets of the graph to reduce computational
complexity. As such, this results in sub-optimal performance by these methods in practice.

4.5.2 Qualitative Metrics. In addition to ranking metrics, we compare the performance of our
proposed approach to the baselines from a qualitative perspective as well. We adopt the three
qualitative measures introduced earlier for this purpose, namely, team formation success, com-
munication cost, skill coverage. We note that a higher value on team formation success and skill
coverage is desirable, while a lower value is desired for communication cost. The results of the
comparison on the DBLP and Dota2 datasets are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. We ob-
serve that our approach is able to show better performance compared to all baselines on the three
qualitative measures on both datasets. More concretely, we make the following observations:

• The first qualitative metric, i.e., skill coverage, considers whether the formed team includes
experts that have all the required skills regardless of whether these experts were a part of the
original team of the test set or not. We found out that by increasing the k in the top-k, our
proposed method skill coverage increases with a faster trend in comparison to the baselines
and reaches a higher coverage in general.
• The communication cost qualitative metric measures, regardless of the suitability of the pro-
posed team, whether the members of the proposed team have effective past collaborations.
As seen in the figure, our proposed approach has the lowest communication cost compared
to the other baselines showing a desirable past communication history among the mem-
bers of the proposed teams. Also, it can be seen that by increasing the k in top-k, the cost
remains relatively stable for the proposed method, however, for most of the baselines, it in-
creases. That means, for the proposed method, the ranked list of experts consists of those
with past collaborations and by moving down the list, proposed experts still have past collab-
orations. In contrast, baselines do not follow this trend and the communication cost increases
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Fig. 13. Comparative analysis of performance on a team-basis on the DBLP dataset. Teams with an equiva-

lent performance by our approach and the baseline have not been included (Δ = 0).

gradually. It is noted that by increasing the k in top-k, other graph-based approaches i.e. Kar-
gar et al. [24], Lapas et al. [32] and Wu et al. [56] remain stable and their communication
cost drops slightly.
• From the perspective of the team formation success metric, the x-axis of the figures shows
the number of additional candidates that need to be added for the formed team to have the
same set of skills that the actual team has in the test set. As seen in both figures, our method
is not only able to show a high value for the team formation success measure but also reaches
faster. That means the proposed method needs a fewer number of team members (lower k
in top-k) to be able to reach higher team formation success values.

On the DBLP and Dota2 datasets, our proposed approach shows superior performance over
all baselines. We note that the proposed method constantly improved performance with growth
in team size. This indicates that in our approach, additional experts in different depths of top-k
contribute to the different skills of the team and do not necessarily have overlapping skills, whereas
in some other baselines the experts that are retrieved in the top-k have the same set of skills and
therefore skill coverage and team formation success scores do not change as the size of k increases.

4.5.3 Performance Robustness. It is important to show whether the observed improvements,
as reported in the previous sections, are robust across the whole collection of teams and their
associated skills. For this purpose, we compare the performance of our proposed method with the
performance of the three strongest baselines, i.e., Sapienza et al. [52], Wu et al. [56], and GERF
[14], on a per query basis. Given the performance of the four ranking metrics were consistent on
both datasets, and for the sake of space, we report this comparative analysis on NDCG andMAP in
Figures 13 and 14 for the DBLP and Dota2 datasets, respectively. In these figures, each point on the
x-axis shows an instance of a team, and the y-axis shows the percentage of the difference between
the MAP or NDCG of our proposed approach compared to that of the baseline. These figures show
that the improvements reported in Section 4.5.1 are observable consistently on a large number of
queries. More concretely, when considering the MAP metric and the DBLP dataset, our proposed
method improves the average precision of 2,355 teams over Sapienza et al. while only hurting
the performance of 740 teams (a similar performance on the other two baselines as well). This
shows that the performance of our proposed approach is robust across a wide range of teams,
consistently leading to performance improvements on a larger number of teams than those whose
performances have been negatively impacted.
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Fig. 14. Comparative analysis of performance on a team-basis on the Dota2 dataset. Teams with an equiva-

lent performance by our approach and the baseline have not been included (Δ = 0).

Fig. 15. The inference time on the DBLP dataset.

We also note that while the method by Sapienza et al. shows an overall better performance
compared to the methods proposed by Wu et al. and GERF when comparing their performance
at a per-team level, we find that the number of teams that are improved by Wu et al. and GERF
is larger. This indicates that while Sapienza et al. is able to help a lower number of teams, the
degree of efficacy of this method on those teams is higher. In contrast, Wu et al. and GERF show
efficacy on a larger number of teams, but the improvements are smaller on those teams compared
to the other baseline. However, our proposedmethod reports improvements over the three of these
strong baselines in terms of the number of teams that have been effectively formed and the degree
of improvement over the efficacy metrics.

4.5.4 Execution Efficiency. In addition to the efficacy of our proposed approach, we evaluate
our work from the perspective of execution efficiency both at training time and at inference time.
From the perspective of inference, there are two parameters that impact the performance of our
model and the baselines, namely, the number of input skills and the size of the generated team. We
report the comparative efficiency of our proposed approach compared to the baselines in Figure
15 for the DBLP dataset. In this figure, the x-axis denotes the number of input skills and the y-
axis is the time taken to generate a team (inference time) in seconds. We make an observation
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Fig. 16. The tradeoff between inference time and efficacy on the DBLP dataset.

Fig. 17. The tradeoff between inference time and efficacy on the Dota2 dataset.

that the inference time of graph-based methods, namely, Kargar et al. [24] and Lapas et al. [32], is
significantly larger (by orders of magnitude) than the other baselines in the collaborative filtering
and neural categories. There are two reasons for this. First, graph-based methods do not have a
training phase and therefore all operations of the methods are performed at the inference (team
formation) time. Second, these methods rely on some variation of graph traversal and/or graph
metric computation that are very time-consuming in practice. As such, the execution efficiency
of graph-based methods is quite low. In contrast, the methods that consist of an initial training
phase have faster inference (team formation) speeds. As shown in the figure, while our method
shows competitive performance on inference time, it does not show faster inference compared to
the other non-graph-based baselines. The most efficient baseline method is the work by Koren
et al., which infers (forms) teams in ∼0.42 second, on average.
It is important to contextualize this finding by showing the tradeoff between team formation

(inference) time and the efficacy of the formed teams. To this end, Figures 16 and 17 show the
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Fig. 18. Impact of training time on method efficacy on the DBLP dataset.

Fig. 19. Impact of training time on method efficacy on the Dota2 dataset.

tradeoff between inference time and efficacymetrics for the DBLP and Dota2 datasets, respectively.
The figures show that regardless of the metric or the dataset, while the method by Koren et al.
shows fast inference time, the quality of the teams generated by this method is quite poor. In
these two figures, an ideal team formation method would be one that shows a fast inference time
and high performance on the efficacy metrics. Based on the tradeoff between inference time and
efficacy, a desirable team formation method would be one that is located in the top-leftmost corner
of the figure. We observe that in both DBLP and Dota2 datasets, our method is placed on the top-
left corner and shows the most desirable tradeoff between efficacy and inference time. Methods
such as Sapienza et al. and GERF also have low inference times but they are not competitive to our
proposed method on the efficacy metrics and as such are located lower compared to our method
on the y-axis.
We also compare the performance of our proposed approach from the perspective of training

time and inference’s impact on efficacy. To this end, we report the efficacy of our trained model
compared to the three best baselines in Figures 18 and 19. The efficacymetrics are computed on the
test set after allowing the method to be trained for the amount of time shown on the x-axis. The
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figures show that the four methods require a comparable amount of time to reach stability, while
our proposed approach shows significantly better efficacy when trained for the same amount of
time.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, we have modelled the problem of team formation through a stacked variational
Bayesian neural network architecture. The advantage of our proposed approach is that it is light-
weight, preserves the semantics of team structure including team members’ past collaboration
history, and captures the relationship between experts and their set of skills. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is among the first to address the team formation problem through learning
from past collaborations in the collaboration network. Prior approaches often rely on learning a
task-specific mapping between the skill and expert spaces, which, due to the sparsity of the col-
laboration network, are not as efficient as our proposed approach or utilize conventional graph
search that yields sub-optimal solutions. In this work, when the same skills are represented using
different keywords, we consider them as different skills. This can be extended by using word anal-
ogy when building the skill set. One possible method is to adapt the prior work by Bergamaschi
et al. [5] to identify semantically similar keywords based on ontologies, such as WordNet [38]. We
plan to incorporate this in our future work. In our experiments, we compared our proposed ap-
proach with the state-of-the-art from three perspectives, namely, information retrieval, qualitative,
and scalability. We find that our approach shows superior performance compared to the baselines
on all ranking and quality metrics. It also provides a faster and more efficient training process.
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